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The Australian Gliding Museum Newsletter is published several times a year as a service to members and
supporters of the Museum. Content is determined by the Editor in collaboration with the Committee.
The Museum is not responsible for statements of fact or opinion expressed in contributions.
Contributions are welcome. However, contributions may be edited, abridged or rejected by the
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Welcome
This is the 40th issue. Issue number one was produced by Geoff
Hearn in April 2002. Back then, there were high hopes that the
Australian Gliding Museum might be accommodated in a proposed
national aviation heritage site at Point Cook near Melbourne. This
did not come to fruition, but fortunately by the time Dave
Goldsmith produced the newsletter number 21 in January 2009, he
was able to report on the opening of the Brockhoff Annexe (15
November 2008), which has been central to the Museum’s
activities at Bacchus Marsh. Ten years on, as I prepare this
newsletter, the Brockhoff storage, display and meeting facility is
augmented by the Darbyshire workshop and other infrastructure
improvements which enable the Museum to carry out its
preservation and restoration work and training. Nearly every
Tuesday and Friday, volunteers gather and work enthusiastically on
restoration and other projects. Plans are afoot to open the
Museum on Sundays and to get airworthy gliders flying once a
month. Our President Dave Goldsmith and all of the Committee
thank all our supporters for their contributions and look forward to
seeing all concerned again next year. Have a Happy Christmas and
best wishes for the New Year.
Hope you all enjoy reading this issue.
Bernard Duckworth
December 2019
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The Magic of Flight
By David Goldsmith
So what is the magic of flight? Why do we yearn to fly from
a young age - and remain fascinated after a lifetime? Why
did the Wright Brothers commit so much in an attempt to
emulate what the birds had been doing forever? Why did
Otto Lilienthal risk life and limb throwing himself off a
hilltop? Why did Icarus rise too high and melt the wax
holding his feathers together?
Wright Glider - 1902

In the Gliding Museum we have here a testament to man’s
desire for pure flight – the pleasure of freedom to soar. We are
committed to preserving for future generations the progress from primitive structures like primary
gliders and how this developed into the incredible sailplanes of today and tomorrow. These modern
machines did not just happen – they are a small part of flight’s continuing evolution. We want to be
able to show this evolution to the aviators of the future – in the real flesh – not just virtual reality on
a computer.
The Gliding Museum collection now numbers 68 flying machines – every one different and the subject
of the desire to fly by the designers, builders, owners and pilots. Our responsibility is to save them so
that the enthusiasm and dedication to flight by previous generations can be appreciated – touched,
smelt and marvelled over – by future generations who would otherwise have no idea about the real
commitment to pure flight by their predecessors.
Modern gliding did not just “happen”. The Gliding Museum in preserving gliding history is ensuring
that anyone who is interested can appreciate how gliding has developed over the years.

Two historically significant gliders, the Bolkow FS-24 Phonix and the
Richardson Golden Eagle, at the Australian Gliding Museum, 2019.
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Schreder HP-14V VH-GGB to fly again
By Michael Williams
VH-GGB is the HP-14V all metal V tail 17 metre home built sailplane constructed by Harry Bache in
Adelaide and completed in 1974. Gifted to the Australian Gliding Museum by its third owner Greg
O’Sullivan (a Geelong Gliding Club member) with only 1300 hours in the logbook, the Museum
Committee asked the Workshop for a preliminary corrosion report with a view to returning the HP14 back to flying condition. It soon became evident that this was a very clean and well looked after
aircraft. No corrosion was found in this 45 year old airframe because of the care that was taken when
originally built by Harry Bache. All of the internal surfaces were corrosion proofed during building
using epoxy primer and fasteners were installed with PVJC (Duralac). The infamous Slingsby designed
main spar root end forgings that were prone to cracking had not been used, instead a Schreder
designed and Harry Bache modified built-up assembly had been fitted. A sample selection of bolts
from the root end fittings were removed and internal areas inspected and no corrosion was found.
So, it was decided to carry out a GFA Form 2 inspection and a 40 yearly survey and a re-weigh and
return VH-GGB to the air. All going well, it is expected that HP-14V VH-GGB will be flying again in
2020.

GGB at Bacchus Marsh, December 2019
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Workshop Projects
Over the past 6 months our dedicated group of workshop volunteers including Mike Williams, Peter
Raphael, Alan Bradshaw, Hal Hopkins, Leigh Snell, Terry McCarthy, Mal Bennett, Trevor Odering,
Graeme Bishop, Chris Saunders, Roland Maeder, Jim Barton and others have been very busy with a
number of restoration projects. Under the leadership of Peter Raphael, the K-8B fuselage has been
stripped, repaired and framework repainted. The fin was found to the warped and has been reskinned
and straightened in the process. It is very close to being ready for transition to the fabric shop for
recovering. The K-8B wings, tailplane and rudder have already been restored. It is intended to get the
K-8B flying again over the next 12 months. The K-4 is also in the workshop for wing repairs and
recovering which are well advanced. The fuselage has been stripped of its fabric and is being closely
inspected to determine what restoration work is needed. The indications are that it will require a
good deal of work to bring the structure up to standard. In the spray painting shop a series of jobs
have been undertaken by Terry McCarthy, as repairs to aircraft components are completed (such as
K-8B wings and tailplane) and become ready for finishing and partly completed restorations held in
storage are revived. A case in point is Percy Pratt’s Dunstable Kestrel which was rebuilt some years
ago by Doug Lyon and other workshop volunteers and is now in the paint shop for finishing in the
striking red colour scheme that it had when flown at Belmont Common, Geelong, in the 1940s. A new
project under evaluation is the Pilatus, a metal aircraft. No doubt, when this project gets underway it
will call upon the metal airframe skills of Mike Williams who completed the survey and repair work on
the Schreder HP-14V. In addition to other sundry tasks, Leigh Snell under the guidance of Doug Lyon
has co-ordinated the airworthy certification of flying aircraft, in particular the Slingsby T31B (Form 2)
and Schreder HP-14V (weight and balance).
See last page for photographs showing progress made on the K-8B fuselage

K-4 fuselage and wing under restoration
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Museum Improvements
Jenne Goldsmith has continued to maintain the rose garden on the north wall of the Brockhoff Hangar,
which always looks magnificent come annual general meeting and open day in November. In addition,
she has little by little been landscaping the space
between the Brockhoff Hangar and the Geelong
Gliding Club’s Buchanan Hangar area. Already a new
garden strip with some new plantings has been
created along the south wall of the Buchanan Hangar.
Carl Deunk (steel fabrication and welding) and John
Pisano (carpentry and construction) have been
working on the partitioning of the undercover space
behind the spray paint facility to make it more
suitable as a machinery shop. Carl has also with
Roland Maeder been adapting the stock of hanging
strap rollers for use on the Museum’s storage rails
that have been installed in the Buchanan Hangar.
The three-phase diesel generator donated some time
ago by Dieter Klien is now housed permanently in the
equipment room adjacent to the toilets. A new air
compressor has been acquired and is being housed
at the rear of the Darbyshire Workshop. Also, two
bespoke wing rotation stands have been purchased
from a local fabricator to make it easier to manage
wings under repair in the workshop.

Wing Rotation Stand in use

Acquisitions
Since the publication of the last newsletter in May, the Museum has received several gliders as
donations, including an ES-60 Boomerang from Cathy Conway (yet to be picked up from South
Australia), a Schweizer SGS 1-34 from Ian Izon, ES-52B Long Wing Kookaburra components with trailer
from David Howse. The Taylor hang glider that had been on loan to the Australian National Aviation
Museum at Moorabbin has returned. A number of Mucha components that were originally obtained
from the Estate of the late Bill Riley have been de-accessioned. They have been given to Dean Erby
for use in a rebuild of a complete SZD-22 Mucha. Also, old 16 mm films (mostly of gliding) that had
accumulated in the Museum archives have been sent to the Australian Centre for the Moving Image
(ACMI) at Federation Square, Melbourne. The films were subject to deterioration due to age and
storage conditions and could not be projected. They, to the extent that they are found worthy of
preservation, are expected to become accessible in digital format from ACMI in due course.
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An Unintended Gliding Club Member
By Doug Lyon
One day in August 1943 a workmate who was aware that I built
model gliders of my own design mentioned that he knew where
some people were building a real one. “Was I interested in seeing
it?” I certainly was, so, on the following Tuesday evening we turned
up at what had been a motor car sales showroom near the corner
of Lonsdale and Exhibition Streets, Melbourne, which had been
taken over by the Federal Government as a training school for
employees of the Department of Aircraft Production (DAP).
After being admitted to the building we were led upstairs to the
first floor and to an open area at the rear. Several people were
Doug Lyon
working on a large structure which resembled a bridge truss but
made of wood, not steel. On further observation it was a not-quite
complete wing structure, 27 feet long and 5 feet 6 inches chord (8.200 metres by 1.670 metres) and
it was noted there was a second wing, similarly on trestles, further along. Suspended from the building
roof trusses was a long rectangular wooden structure like a packing case for a flagpole, which I
assumed was the incomplete fuselage. As well there was a triangular plywood component obviously
a tailplane and another, an elevator, complete except for its covering. In addition, there was a rudder
in similar condition.
When I was shown a rather crude model, I got a distinct feeling that all the parts did not gel so asked,
“Have you done a weighing?” The response was, “Why?” “To determine where the Centre of Gravity
(C of G) will be”. “Why?” “Because I think it will be too far aft.”
The conversation then diverged, “Well you will have to be the last one we take on a member as we
already have too many”. I was not sure what that was that about as I’d not mentioned or even thought
of joining.
Later that evening it was evident that there had been some discussion regarding the position of the C
of G and it was decided they would carry out a weighing next week. I decided to see what developed.
The following Tuesday evening a butcher’s Steelyard as a weighing device and measuring tapes etc
had been obtained and the weighing procedure carried out, which revealed there was a problem.
However, I had given the matter some thought and could see a solution. Firstly, do away with the fourpost supported centre section for the wings and replace it with a triangulated structure like a saw
horse, and sloped back to the rear of the fuselage; and attach the wings to the top of the triangle. This
would eliminate the rather impractical structural arrangement that had been proposed for the original
design. Secondly, place both cockpits in tandem forward of the wing support; some work with a slide
rule indicated that this could bring the C of G into the required location.
Feeling confident, I then proposed that, since the second pilot was not located under the centre
section, it would then be possible to fit a wheel undercarriage using the two Avro Anson tailwheels
they had been given and locate one each side of the fuselage keel member, as it would be impractical
to move such a heavy glider only on a skid. This proposal was accepted. I went further and said that
the ailerons are too small so lengthen them by extending outward to the wing tips and inward by two
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rib spacings. This was also accepted. So, it seemed as though, if not actually accepted as de facto
designer, I was at least accepted as a design consultant. The configuration as proposed was adopted
without further significant change through to final completion.
During the continuing construction period I learned how it came to be that in war time with official
approval a non-military glider was built in government premises.
At DAP the person responsible for its day to day operations was Mr. John Storey (later Sir John Storey)
who had been seconded from General Motors Holden. He worked on the principle that people who
socialised together would work together more effectively, and to this end, encouraged DAP
employees to do so.
One outcome was a proposal by Squadron Leader Doug Henderson, the Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) Liaison Officer, for the setting up of a gliding club and such were his powers of persuasion that
at a lunch time meeting at DAP on 10 October 1942, approximately 100 people signed up and agreed
to the proposal and about half the number even paid their joining fee and annual subscription. The
Club became known as the Beaufort Gliding Club, named after the bomber then in production.
Doug Henderson had, before the war, been President of the Brisbane Gliding Club. His role as RAAF
Liaison Officer to DAP was to accept completed aircraft for transfer to and on behalf of the RAAF. But
by the time of my visit nearly a year later he had been moved to a place unknown.
Henderson’s plan was that Club members would build four two-seater gliders which he would design.
After the initial building burst the plan was downgraded to completing one glider – the Beaufort twoseater. The number of Club members involved in building the glider diminished. Also, the
construction of the glider caught up with the missing designer’s stage of design leaving those members
involved in building with a lack of details for its completion.
Shortly after this time the builders were visited by Bill and Jack Iggulden and Geoff Richardson,
mainstays of a group of glider owners who with some friends operated informally as the Motorless
Flight Group. They encouraged the Beaufort Gliding Club members to continue on.
By early 1945 construction of the Beaufort two-seater was nearing completion, as well, the conclusion
of the war in Europe seemed in sight, and the tide had turned in the Pacific War. It was apparent this
could result in a need to find new accommodation. In order to facilitate a move, construction of a
trailer was undertaken, and to assist in this the Club was given a packing case which was one which
had been used for delivery of a Rolls Royce engine for Avro Lincoln bombers which DAP were then
producing. The packing case was typical and was constructed from ¾ inch (20 mm) thick aircraft
quality spruce. This profligate use of scarce, in demand, material for a one-off use seemed to be typical
of some blockhead type thinking evident in the Public Service at the time. After suitable milling this
timber made good decking for the flat deck trailer serving
as the glider’s road transport.
After the end of the war there was no immediate change
but when the DAP Training School building was handed
back to its pre-war status the Club was evicted.
Fortunately, the Club members were permitted to store
their near complete glider in the DAP Production building,
where Avro Lincoln bombers were still being assembled,
but only derigged and on its trailer.

Film snapshot showing colour scheme of the
Phoenix -see also photo of model at page 17
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The next problem to be faced was who was to test fly the Beaufort glider as none of the present
members had ever been off the ground in any sort of aircraft except for one or two, as an airline
passenger. The matter was resolved by approaching Geoff Richardson for the task, but after some
buttering up with “but who better to do it”, he reluctantly agreed.
Permission was obtained to carry out the tests on 5 December 1946 from the Fishermans Bend air
strip which passed alongside both DAP and Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation factories and was for
the service of both. The Iggulden brothers had towed their glider winch to the site and after a
thorough pre-flight inspection the winch cable was towed up to the glider. John Wallis, the Club
President, was already firmly secured in the glider’s front cockpit determined not to miss out on a
once in a life time event. Geoff Richardson climbed into the rear cockpit and when ready gave the
signal for the launch to proceed and after a short ground run the glider entered a moderately steep
rise to an altitude of about 250 feet at which point the cable was released. It was then observed that,
as the nose of the glider lowered to a glide slope, an arm was seen to extend from each side of the
rear cockpit indicating the glider was in a “no hands” stable glide which continued until at an altitude
of about 30 feet the arms retracted and the glider rounded out into a smooth bump less landing.
There was then a general stampede as the Club members raced toward the stationary glider where
Geoff’s slightly excited comment was “it’s right, the balance is right”, and with that the glider was
quickly pushed back to the starting point. With John Wallis still a fixture in the front seat, Bill Iggulden
replaced Geoff Richardson in the rear. On the next launch the glider entered a much steeper climb to
an altitude of about 1000 feet and then proceeded to fly a wide circuit of the airfield to land close to
the take-off position.
For the third launch I was offered occupancy of the front seat
and Jack Iggulden took up the rear. This proceeded much as the
previous, except after releasing the tow cable, Jack decided to
see how the glider handled a stall turn; after some rapid
gyrations he expressed complete satisfaction. This ended
further flying for the day as at the next launch attempt the tow
cable broke due to abrasion from the bitumen runway surface
which had worn through knots in the cable. Well, we had a
glider which can be flown, but where in the heck were we going
to fly it?

A young lad admiring the
Beaufort Gliding Club’s logo on
the rudder of the Phoenix

The task of finding a site or sites from where the Beaufort Gliding
Club together with the Victorian Motorless Flight Group could
carry on gliding activities proved far from simple, especially for one within reasonable distance from
Melbourne. After much travel seeking out possibilities the only probability was the private airfield at
Berwick of Sir Richard Casey, the local member of Federal Parliament. When Bill Iggulden contacted
Sir Richard it turned out he was quite in favour of glider pilots using his airfield.
One thing had been over looked; survey maps listed the location as the Berwick swamp and in all the
years, bar one, in which gliding was carried out there the field went out of service between August
and November. Initially gliding only occurred on long weekends as with no hangarage available the
glider had to be trailered from and to Melbourne.
During the non-flying period of 1947 a start was made on the construction of a self-mobile winch
based on a 1929 Hudson Super Six sedan, which was completed in time for a delayed start to a gliding
camp at Berwick for the 1947/48 annual holiday period. During the first few days club members were
introduced to 3 minute circuits in the two seater but on the first flight for the day after a “this thing
wont soar” and a “give it a go”, it was thermalled to an altitude of 4015 feet (1200 metres) AGL (above
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ground level) and 53 minutes duration. Further flights to more than 3000 feet (900 metres) altitude
that day made a change to people’s attitudes; Bill Iggulden was heard to confide to brother Jack, “this
is the way to go”, “Primaries are not the way, but we’re going to need a new way of teaching”. But
with no glider hangarage at Berwick gliding was only carried out on long weekends until the airfield
went under water in August.
During 1948 members of the Victorian Motorless Flight Group had acquired an old wooden farm shed
and transported it to the Berwick airfield and converted it into a double sawtooth roof building about
18 metres x 14 metres for a hangar which was completed in time for the Christmas / New Year holiday
period and generously offered Beaufort Gliding Club accommodation therein for their glider. Glider
training continued with Ron Roberts as instructor; Ron was considered as something of an Ace, having
made some notable glider flights as a member of the Gliding Club of Victoria but had learned on
Primary gliders and flew more by instinct as he was unable to readily explain how he did things. On 3
February 1949 I got lucky again, we made a flight to 4759 feet (1450 metres) altitude and 2 hours and
15 minutes duration. During Easter in the one thermal contacted over the 3 days, the Beaufort glider
was soared to 7000 feet (2100 metres) AGL and Eddie Byrne the P2 on the occasion was so enthused,
claimed the glider had risen from the ashes of scepticism heaped on it and risen like the Phoenix. The
name stuck.
Editor’s Note - Before entering the RAAF, Doug Henderson was an industrial chemist working for the
Brisbane Gas Company. He first became involved in gliding in 1930 or 1931 when a gliding club was
formed at Annerley, a suburb of Brisbane. This club, along with other small gliding clubs around
Brisbane, were merged into the Brisbane Gliding Club about 1933. While Doug Henderson was not an
aeronautical engineer, he was actively involved at the Brisbane Gliding Club when Jack Parr’s basic single
seat sailplane designs (Miss Queensland and Robin) were built (1933 -1935). Allan Ash (Gliding in
Australia) credits Doug Henderson for the stress calculations for the Miss Queensland glider. Further,
it is likely that Doug Henderson, in coming up with the initial design of the Beaufort two-seater, would
have been influenced by Pegasus, a two-seat glider designed and built by Jack McDonald at Brisbane in
1932 and first flown in mid-1933.

Beaufort Gliding Club Phoenix
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Australian Schreder HP-14 Sailplanes
By Bernard Duckworth
Dick Schreder’s all metal sailplane designs which date from 1957 attracted attention amongst gliding
enthusiasts following the success that he had in competition at United States national and
international levels. He won the 1958 US Nationals in the HP-8 and was placed third in 1962 at the
World Championships in Argentina in the HP-11. Schreder also took first place in the US Nationals in
1966 in his HP-14.
The Schreder design approach was directed at simplicity in the quest for an attractive, high
performance aircraft. The HP-14 was very successful. The use of metal alloy made the design suitable
for construction by skilled amateur light aircraft builders and encouraged by the demand Schreder
marketed plans and kits through his company, Bryan Aircraft, located in Ohio. In 1966, he also granted
a licence to Slingsby Sailplanes in the United Kingdom to sell kits for the HP-14 and to further develop
the design. At that stage, the HP-14 was classified as “experimental” in the United States.
When HP sailplanes became available for amateur construction the lack of type approval was a
potential problem for anyone in Australia who wanted to build one from plans or an imported kit and
legally fly it. At the time, the Department of Civil Aviation (DCA) regulations did not allow
“experimental” aircraft to be flown in Australia even though they were flying in the United States
under that classification. The Australian regulations accommodated builders of aircraft that were
undertaken as one-off projects or in limited numbers with the provision of a “Restricted Type
Approval” in order to relieve them from the more onerous type approval process generally applicable.
However, the issue of Restricted Type Approval with respect to amateur built gliders of the
experimental type was far from automatic. The builder would have to liaise with and satisfy the
Gliding Federation of Australia’s (GFA) Chief Technical Officer (CTO) Airworthiness about calculations
and tests needed with respect to the design. This could mean going back to the designer to obtain
more technical information. When armed with the required evidence the CTO-Airworthiness would
forward the GFA recommendation to DCA.
Not long after Slingsby became involved, the HP-14 (alongside the Slingsby T53) became a prominent
part of Slingsby’s marketing efforts as it sought to transition away from its wooden sailplane designs.
Advertisements featuring the HP-14 as an all metal high performance choice appeared regularly in
gliding magazines from mid-1967. And getting an HP-14 potentially became easier as Slingsby via
Sailplane Distributors Pty Ltd had an established agency for its products located at Parafield Airfield,
Adelaide, through which finished aircraft, kits and components could be ordered.
The engagement of Slingsby under the licencing arrangement with Dick Schreder in 1966 also
potentially created a clearer pathway to airworthiness certification for amateur builders in Australia
wishing to take on an HP-14 project. As a manufacture of sailplanes and having obtained rights to
develop the HP-14 into a definitive type, Slingsby was expected to pursue Type Approval Certification
of the HP-14 in the United Kingdom. Such approvals were recognised in Australia eliminating the need
for amateur builders to go through either the Type Approval or Restricted Type Approval processes.
Of course, the person concerned would still have to satisfy the authorities (in practice GFA) that their
aircraft had been built according to the type specifications and was airworthy.
Whereas, prior to 1967, only one Schreder HP (GPW – a HP-10) had been built and flown in Australia,
there were Australian registrations for six HP-14s issued in 1967 and 1968. These were all “Slingsby”
HP-14s. Australian Gliding Museum examples (GIB and GGB) were registered later on (and are
nominated in the register as “Schreder” HP-14s).
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Regrettably, the promise of good things for Australian amateur builders from Slingsby’s involvement
with the HP-14 was upset by the destruction of the Slingsby Yorkshire factory by fire in November
1968 and the subsequent drift of the company into receivership culminating in the sale of the
company. Two Slingsby HP-14C ordered for which Australian registrations had been allocated could
not be delivered (one was destroyed in the factory fire and the other was not built). Moreover, it is
understood that this disruption resulted in a disjointed and in some cases incomplete delivery of kit
components that had been purchased for others. To top things off, the development by Slingsby of
the HP-14 (its re-engineered type, the HP-14C) ran into problems and, although the BGA Technical
Committee had issued permits to fly for some versions of HP-14, certification was delayed.
Despite these factors, Australian Slingsby HP-14 kit builders persisted and two aircraft (GUA and GUJ)
– T-tails with an 18 metre wing span - were finished in 1970. Evidently, permission to fly was granted
by the GFA and they made an appearance for the first time in competition at the Nationals at Benalla
in December 1970 – January 1971. Geoff Horwood’s standard V-tail version (GTZ) was next, being
completed in 1972. Bill Haby’s V-tail version was probably finished and first flown at Waikerie in mid1973. Incidentally, there is a picture in Australian Gliding, April 1973 of Bob Martin (the CFI at Waikerie
at the time), sitting in the cockpit of the glider.
The two HP-14s at the Australian Gliding Museum may be distinguished from the Slingsby HPs.
GIB – This is an HP-14 with a standard wing and a T-tail. Drawings used for the construction of the
aircraft provide for a standard V-tail version, suggesting that the adoption of the T-tail was a feature
that evolved during the course of construction. GIB originated as an owner-builder project of
Christopher Coxon in 1967 at Seattle (using Bryan Aircraft kit components - designated serial number
32). Under the American FAA procedures, the work undertaken was inspected and certified on a
number of occasions during 1968 and 1969. Substantial progress had been completed on the wings
prior to Coxon moving to South Australia bringing his partly completed aircraft. The aircraft was
finished and test flown by Bob Martin on 31 August 1974 at Waikerie South Australia. Passing through
several ownership changes, it remained in use until 28 January 1989 and during that 14 years and 5
months recorded about 280 hours flying time from 239 launches.
GGB - This aircraft is a V-tail HP-14 of 16.7 metre wing span built by Harry Bache at Waikerie, South
Australia. The glider was first flown on 20 December 1975. According a report in Australian Gliding in
1976, Harry Bache and his son David took about 4 years to build the glider which suggests that
construction started rather later than for the other Australian registered examples. The project may
have commenced as a kit build using Slingsby supplied components. However, given the fact that in
order to finish the glider Bache sourced components from Schreder in America and fabricated the
wing root spar fittings himself, the project may be regarded as somewhat unique. The glider appears
to have been flown regularly over its life to 2015 and the cumulative use being 1386 hours flown from
702 launches. Reports from more recent owners Graeme Rickert and Greg O’Sullivan indicate that a
good number of cross-country flights of 300km or longer were achieved in this aircraft.
Basic details of the Australian HP-14 sailplanes are provided in the Table below. At the time of writing,
only two are potentially airworthy – GTZ (private owner at Darling Downs Soaring Club) and GGB
(Australian Gliding Museum at Bacchus Marsh). The only Australian built HP-14 that has been
definitely lost is GUA, although the evidence that GTY still exists is wanting.
Regarding type approval, it is understood that eventually builders of the Australian HP-14 sailplanes
were provided for in relation to the certification of their aircraft by regulations drawn up by the DCA
and GFA in 1970-1971 creating a special procedure for amateur built gliders that are not type
approved in their country of origin. It appears that the process accommodated the HP-14 situation by
easing the amount of design evidence of safe airworthiness qualities having regard to the fact that the
HP-14 was a design in a successful series by an established designer well known to the GFA, and there
was sufficient evidence of safe operations.
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Table - Australian HP14 Registrations
VH-

Type

GTX

Slingsby
HP14C

GTY

Slingsby
HP14V

Constructor’s No
/ Date first
registered / Year
built
1643
29/7/67
Not Built
1666/GFA/HB/66
29/7/67

GTZ

Slingsby
HP14V

1973
1667/GFA/HB/67
29/7/67

GUA

Slingsby
HP14T

1972
1668/GFA/HB/68
29/7/67
1970

GUJ

Slingsby
HP14T

1669/GFA/HB/70
29/8/67
1970

GUC

Slingsby
HP14C

GIB

Schreder
HP14T

1670
17/4/68
1968
32/GFA/HB/72
14/6/74
1974

GGB

Schreder
HP14V

GFA/HB/76
4/3/75
1975

History

Not built

First registered in the 1970s to W. Haby of South
Australia. Registration revoked 6 July 2006. Seen
stored at Barmera, South Australia about 20 years ago.
Fate unknown.
Aircraft originally owned by Geoff Horwood of Port
Augusta, South Australia. Currently owned by a
member of the Darling Downs Soaring Club,
Queensland. Undergoing a major airworthiness
inspection and expected to fly again in the near future.
Glider owned by a New South Wales group including
Jan Coolhaus. Broke up in flight near Karween, Victoria
on 5 January 1972 during the National Championships
at Benalla. Pilot escaped by parachute. This HP-14 was
an 18 metre wing span T tail version built from Slingsby
components. Fate – destroyed.
This is the aircraft built at the Hawker De Havilland
Apprentice School for M. Waghorn of the Sydney
Soaring Club. Originally an 18 metre wing span glider
T-tail version with Slingsby components. Experienced
wing flutter and was modified to reduce the span to
16.7 metres with Schreder aileron balancers. Currently
in private hands at Serpentine, Western Australia. This
aircraft has not flown for many years but is considered
restorable to flying condition by the current owner.
Destroyed in hangar fire at Slingsby factory -18
November 1968
This aircraft is an HP-14 with a 16.7 metre wing span
and a T-tail. Partly constructed in Seattle USA in 1967
to 1969 by C. Coxon. Brought to South Australia by
Coxon and finished. Test flown by Bob Martin at
Waikerie on 31 August 1974. Subsequently went to
Queensland and then Victoria. Donated to Australian
Gliding Museum in 2002. Registration cancelled on 10
January 2004. Currently in storage.
Built by Harry Bache at Waikerie. First flight 20
December 1975. Subsequently based at Ararat
Victoria, Canberra ACT, and Bacchus Marsh Victoria.
Undergoing GFA Form 2 airworthiness inspection at
Australian Gliding Museum.
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GUA – the 18 metre
wing span HP-14T
piloted by Jan Coolhaus
in 1972

GGB – at Bacchus
Marsh, December
2007 when owned
by Greg O’Sullivan

GIB - a Schreder T-tail
HP-14 version with the
standard wing
For more information about the HP 14 generally reference may be made to:
•
Martin Simons, Slingsby Sailplanes: A Comprehensive History of All Designs, Airlife, 1996, p 229 - 236
•
Martin Simons, Sailplanes 1945 to 1965, Eqip, 2006, p.234
•
Martin Simons, Sailplanes 1965 to 2000, Eqip, 2006, p. 232 – 234
•
Andrew Coates, Jane’s World Sailplanes and Motor Gliders, Macdonald and Jane’s, London, 1978, p152
•
http://all-aero.com/index.php/contactus/60-gliders/5012-hp-aircraft-hp-13-hp-14
•
http://www.soaridaho.com/Schreder/HP-14/HP-14c/Hp14V_C.htm
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Ups and Downs of Gliding
By Hal Hopkins
A few years ago, I was on a charter flight across Central Australia and saw on a map a property name
'Upson Downs' which I thought was a nice example of the dark humour of that harsh land, the
Australian Outback. The name also provoked a reminiscence of a remarkable 'up and down' glider
flight I had years ago.
In the early nineteen seventies I was an early solo pilot with the Southern Cross Gliding Club based at
Camden, NSW. In those days the Club had a Summer Camp based at the Forbes Aerodrome, an ideal
location with good weather, a friendly town, hospitable countryside for hundreds of kilometres
around and no regular (RPT) airline traffic to disturb the vitally important gliding activities.
We used to stay in the town at the St. Johns Hostel, which during term, was occupied by teenage boys
and girls from the surrounding area who came to Forbes for High School and other education. But
they were away home on their summer holidays and the Hostel offered what we needed – clean,
basic, bed and breakfast accommodation at an economic rate.
The routine was an early start, breakfast on the inevitable cornflakes or Weet-Bix or toast with peanut
butter or jam, tea or coffee – then out to the airfield to wash down, and DI the Club aircraft. Each day
the gliders were rostered to a member for a task but the standing order was that all gliders were
available to qualified pilots for local flying, until called for by the rostered pilot.
So one fine summers day, when I had no task set, I found the ES52b Longwing Kookaburra sitting idle
out on the flight line. The day was still calm suggesting the overnight inversion was still intact and the
day hadn't 'started' yet. A quick check with the rostered pilot, "Sure, you can have it, nothing is
happening. We'll give you a call on the radio if we want it back."
Having found a willing tug pilot and ground crew, I launched behind the Super Cub for a local flight
and released a little over 2000 ft. Almost immediately, there was a kick in the backside, followed by
a squeak from the electric vario which soon turned into an enthusiastic squeal. The mechanical vario
also soon agreed, the needle pointing cheerfully in the direction of up. Even the staid old Rate of
Climb instrument in the bottom right corner of the panel moved itself to join in the fun.
Wait 3 seconds and turn, trim back and speed down to hold a tight circle, and watch in amazement as
the varios go up and up. The lift is getting stronger and stronger and pretty soon the mechanical vario
peaks out at the top of the scale! The Rate of Climb instrument is full scale too, indicating 2500 fpm
or 25 knots up!
Now this is hard to believe. Is Georg the Maintenance Engineer so fed up with pilots complaining
about those weak thermals at Camden that he's put a couple of extra thermos bottles in the line?
That would certainly improve the numbers. A quick grope under the panel says no – there are only
the regular two canisters there.
The ground continues to drop away with the altimeter hands whirring around. That reminds me of
grandfather’s old pocket watch I had as a toy when a child. The escapement had failed, and when you
wound it up, the hands just whizzed around. The altimeter is doing that now.
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As the world falls away, the details fade and the view lengthens. The country starts to look more like
a WAC Chart as now only the larger main features can be seen. But then the radio crackles into life:
"Base to Longwing – how high are you Hal, we can hardly see you?"
"Longwing to Base - 7800 feet and going up like I'm in a power station chimney!"
"10 minutes Hal, be back in 10 minutes! Over"
Oh dear – I'll have to rubberise those 10 minutes and stretch them just a little bit – I've not hit the top
yet. So, concentrate on centreing and keeping the speed down as the thermal weakens. Bank off a
bit. At 9800 ft it seems to have topped out and anyway my time has run - so straight and level for 15
seconds to escape – then full dive brake and a steep descending spiral back to the field.
While my log book is not in front of me, my recollection is the flight was less than 30 minutes from
takeoff to landing, with about a 9000 ft. gain in height. One thing is for sure, in another 15 years of
gliding, I never did find another thermal with the speed, the power and the height of that special one
on that wonderful summer's morning in Forbes.

Southern Cross Gliding Club ES52B Long Wing Kookaburra (c 1960s), which by the way,
is currently under restoration by its owner, Leigh Snell, at Bacchus Marsh airfield.

Visitors
During the winter months, in addition to individual local, interstate and international visitors, the
Museum hosted tours by three groups, the Mt Waverley Mens Probus Club (June 13), Rover P4 Drivers
Club (July 7) and Ballarat Garden Probus Club (August 26). All were impressed, typical comments being
“Fantastic facility and great work” (Graham - Reading and Lasham, UK), “Fabulous visit, lots of amazing
info given by Dave” (Ken and Chris – Berwick), “Great achievement” (Lloyd and Winsome - Harden –
Murrumburrah, NSW). The Museum is open to visitors by appointment.
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Annual General Meeting
The Museum general meeting was held on 3 November
2019. It was attended by 34 members and 4 visitors. The
new Committee incorporates a couple of changes: Ian
Grant comes on to the Committee replacing Jim Barton as
Vice President. Ian Cowie and Trevor Odering resigned and
were replaced by Jim Barton and Mike Williams. Dave
Goldsmith continues in the top leadership position. He
presented the following report:
President’s Report to Members at the Twentieth Annual
General Meeting to be Held on November 3, 2019.
It gives me great pleasure to report to members on the significant progress that continues to be
achieved towards the establishment of the Australian Gliding Museum (AGM).
The major areas of the Museum on which
your Committee has concentrated during the
year are as follows:
Bacchus Marsh Workshop Facilities and
Refurbishment Program: The major
concentration on facilities has been on the
completion of a toilet block and adjoining
equipment shed. Upgrading of the fabric
shop and provision for a machining shop
were in progress at year end. Work
continued on our refurbishment and
Jim Barton, David Goldsmith and Graeme Barton
painting programs, particularly on the
Schneider ES50 Club 2 Seater, Slingsby
Skylark 4, Kaiser K-4, Schleicher KA8B, Laister Kaufman LK10, Schreder HP-14V, Pilatus B4P C11, and
the Dunstable Kestrel (ex-Western Australia). Working bees continued on two days per week
throughout the year with up to 25 volunteers attending on one day and up to 10 on the other.
Volunteers are again thanked for their invaluable assistance.
Museum’s collection of aircraft and memorabilia: Currently we have 65 historic gliders in our
collection. With access to the adjoining Geelong Gliding Club hangar becoming available, as a result of
provisions in the late John Buchanan’s will, aircraft which have been stored in trailers and offsite are
progressively being relocated into the enlarged hangar facilities. We continue to receive more
significant donations of memorabilia and we are progressively building up an outstanding collection
of beautifully crafted scale model historic gliders.
Expenditure on refurbishment and development programs: The total amount spent on refurbishment
projects during the year was $9,099 bringing the total cumulative expenditure on aircraft
refurbishment to $182,000. This is in addition to the thousands of hours worked by volunteers on this
program. The major item of expenditure of a capital nature during the year was additional expenditure
on the toilet block, equipment shed, and fabric shop on which an additional $8,000 was spent. A grant
of $15,000 was received from the GFA and a further grant of $1,000 from the VSA to assist funding of
the Museum’s programs.
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Archiving project: Our Archives Manager, Bernard Duckworth, ably assisted by Marcia Cavanagh,
continued to make considerable progress during the year in the cataloguing and improved storage of
our large collection of archives. Details of the major items of the Museum’s collection continue to be
available on the Museums Victoria database (“Victorian Collections”) on the internet:
www/victoriancollections.net.au.
Training courses: Successful training courses were again conducted for minor wood repairs and fabric
covering.
Newsletter: Two issues of the Newsletter were published during the year under the editorship of
Bernard Duckworth.
Museum Visits: During the year, the program of visits by interested clubs and others
continued to be very successful.
Museum Membership: As at June 30, 2019, we had 158 financial members, an increase of 9 for the
year.
Deceased members: Unfortunately, we lost 4 of our members during the year – Peter Milligan,
Malcolm Hickman, Ron Weste and Joyce Wallington.
The Future.
In addition to continuation of the refurbishment and painting programs, the relocation of gliders into
the adjoining Geelong Gliding Club hangar, and the archiving program, the completion of the fabric
shop, depending on the availability of funding, will be a high priority. Our next major challenge is the
establishment of a public gliding museum, for which significant funding will be required. I look forward
to your continued help and support in meeting these objectives.
Office bearers:
Office bearers for the year were as follows:
President – David Goldsmith.
Vice President – Jim Barton.
Honorary Vice-President – Alan Patching.
Secretary/Treasurer – Graeme Barton.
Other Office Bearers – Ian Cowie, Hal Hopkins and Trevor Odering.
As reported in previous years’ annual reports, we continue to enjoy very widespread support from the
gliding community and from others who are not directly involved in gliding.
Thank you all again for your support.
Photo Credits: Page 2 – Wright glider – from internet;
Page 7 – Beaufort Phoenix glider – film on DVD in
Museum Archives; Page 8 – Beaufort logo – film on
DVD in Museum Archives; Page 9 – Beaufort Phoenix
taking off – source unidentified (probably originally
Beaufort Gliding Club); Page 13 – HP-14 gliders (GUA
and GIB) – Martin Simons collection in Museum
Archives, HP-14 (GGB)- Greg O’Sullivan; Page 15 –
ES52B – Allan Ash collection in Museum Archives. All
other photographs supplied by the Editor.

Scale Model – BGC’s Phoenix – Archives Room
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Schleicher K-8B VH-GMA in the workshop

Above: The fuselage before restoration work commenced

Right: Peter Raphael gets to
work stripping and cleaning
the fuselage

Above: The fuselage
with canopy fitted and
cockpit detailing as
restored to the point
that it is ready for
fabric work.
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